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Code-it Gold Resource 

Use (run and read without changing) 

Left click on the star procedure 

1, What does it draw? 

Use the space key to clear the results 

Left click on the starburst procedure 

2, What does it draw? 

Use the space key to clear the results 

3, What procedure is inside the starburst procedure? 

4, What causes the starburst procedure to draw six stars instead of just one?  

 

Use the space key to clear the results 

Now click on the green flag to run all of the program. 

5, How many procedures are in the whole program? 

6, Name the procedures that are run when the main program is run using the green flag. 

 

7, How many times is the starburst procedure run when the main program is run using the 

green flag? 

 

8, Which parts of the code are initialisation? (instructions to make sure that every time the 

program is run it clears away previous versions and runs in exactly the same way as before) 

 

 

Mark the use section using the answer sheet 

 

 

Work with a partner 

of same ability 
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Work with a partner 

of same ability 

Modify (make small changes) 

1, Can you make it start drawing so that the pattern is more central? What did you change? 

 

 

2, Can you make the stars larger? What did you change? 

 

 

3, Can you make every star a different colour? You can add a block. What did you do? 

 

 

4, Can you edit starburst so that it draws eight evenly placed stars instead of six?  

(HINT 360 divide by 6 = 60, 360 divide by 8 = ?) 

 

 

Mark the modify section using the answer sheet 

 

Make  

Work on your own 

Choose one or more of the make options below 

Do NOT put a procedure inside itself! This is called recursion and will crash Scratch 

Option 1 

Create your own pattern that uses nested procedures 

Option 2 

Create the same pattern without using nested procedures 

 

 

Work on 

your own 

Choice 



Code-it Gold Resource Answers to USE MODIFY CREATE 

 

 

Use answers 

1, A star (1 mark) 

2, Six stars in a hexagon shape (1 mark) 

3, Star procedure (1 mark) 

4, Repeat 6x loop (1 mark) 

5, Three procedures in the whole program (1 mark) 

6, hexstartburst, starburst, star (1 mark) 

7, six times as it is inside a six times counted loop (1 mark) 

8, show, clear, go to x and y, pen up (1 mark for two or more of these) 

 

 

 

Modify answers 

1, Modifying the go to x and y block is the simplest solution but it is also possible to do this using point in 

direction and move blocks. (1 mark) 

2, Increasing move 25 steps to a larger number inside the star procedure will draw bigger stars. (1 mark) 

3, You could add a change colour by number or change pen shade to the bottom of the star procedure or 

inside the loop of the starburst procedure. (1 mark) 

4, Change the starburst loop to code below. (1 mark) 


